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Abstra t

In the lassi al di tionary problem, a set of n distin t keys over an unbounded and ordered universe is maintained under insertions and deletions of individual keys while supporting sear h operations.
An impli it di tionary has the additional onstraint of o upying the spa e merely required by storing
the n keys, that is, exa tly n ontiguous words of spa e in total. All what is known is the starting
position of the memory segment hosting the keys, as the rest of the information is impli itly en oded by
a suitable permutation of the keys. This paper des ribes the at impli it tree, whi h is the rst impli it
di tionary requiring O(log n) time per sear h and update operation.
1

Introdu tion

Almost every introdu tory textbook on algorithms and data stru tures presents, among others, two ways of
storing n distin t keys a , a , .. . , an into an array of n memory ells, ea h apable of ontaining one key.
The keys an be stored in sorted order so that a binary sear h runs in O(log n) time. (Knuth [16℄ redits
Mau hly (1946) for inventing this organization of the keys.) Also, the keys an be suitable permuted for
obtaining the heap of Williams and Floyd (1964), thus permitting to identify the urrent maximum key in
onstant time and supporting insertions and deletions of individual keys in O(log n) time [26, 10℄. Indeed,
sorted arrays and heaps are well-known examples of di tionaries.
In the di tionary problem a set of n distin t keys a , a , . . . , an is maintained over a total order, in whi h
the only operations allowed on the keys are reads/writes and omparisons using the standard RAM model
of omputation [2℄. The di tionary supports the operations of sear hing, inserting and deleting an arbitrary
key x. Besides membership, sear hing may also involve nding the prede essor or the su essor of x, or
reporting all the keys ranging in an interval [x; x0 ℄ where x0  x. Heaps have the drawba k of requiring O(n)
time for sear hing operation, while inserting or deleting a key in the middle part of sorted arrays may take
O(n) time. A longstanding question is whether there exists an organization of the keys in an array of n ells
ombining the best qualities of sorted arrays and heaps, so that ea h operation requires O(log n) time.
A ommon feature of sorted arrays and heaps is that they both store a suitable permutation of the n keys,
en oding an impli it tree by a partial order xed a priori on the positions of the keys. No other \stru tural
information" is required other than the keys in the permutation per eived as growing or shrinking with n.
Along the same lines, we an see an impli it data stru ture for the di tionary problem as a dynami s heme
for organizing n distin t keys a , a , . .. , an suitably permuted in n memory words, n > 1, where ea h
key ai o upies a distin t word. A snapshot of the memory shows a ontiguous segment of n adja ent words
ontaining a , a , .. . , an permuted, with no further o upied or wasted word. All what is known is the
starting position of the segment, as the rest of the information (in luding the value of n) is impli itly en oded
by the permutation of a , a , . . . , an . The segment an be enlarged or shortened to the right by one word at
a time in onstant time. Inserting a new key an grows the segment by appending one word storing an ,
and shues a , a , .. . , an , an to en ode the resulting data stru ture by a suitable permutation in n + 1
words. Deleting key ai shrinks the segment by one word, produ ing a new permutation of a , a , . . . , ai ,
ai , . . . , an in n 1 words.
The above en oding of di tionaries by permutations of a , a , . . ., an is admissible by a simple informationtheoreti al argument showing that the number of permutations is mu h larger than the number of trees.
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Nonetheless, no previous impli it data stru ture for the di tionary problem takes O(log n) time per operation, to the best of our knowledge. This fa t may seem rather surprising onsidering that sorted arrays
and heaps are long-lived examples of impli it di tionaries. As we shall see, the problem is algorithmi ally
hallenging and extending the impli it stru ture of sorted arrays and heaps is far from being an easy task. In
order to support the full repertoire of insert, delete and sear h operations in O(log n) time, the alternative is
implementing di tionaries as dynami linked data stru tures su h as AVL trees [1℄ and other balan ed data
stru tures. As a matter of fa t they are not impli it, requiring stri tly more than n words of spa e be ause
of O(n) extra pointers and integers. In this paper, we present the at impli it tree (fit), whi h is the rst
impli it data stru tures attaining O(log n) time for sear hing, inserting and deleting. The at impli it tree
provides the rst optimal spa e-time bounds for the di tionary problem on keys over an unbounded universe,
where optimality in spa e follows from its impli itness like sorted arrays and heaps.
History of the problem. Munro and Suwanda [20℄ examined the general ase of ordered keys belonging
to an unbounded universe, where the (log n) lower bound on sear h time derives from the omparison
model [16℄. They were the rst to introdu e the notion of impli it data stru tures inspired by the heap
of Williams and Floyd, mentioning a previous (unpublished) result by Bentley et al. [4℄ supporting only
insertions and sear hes. While the term \impli it" originated in [20℄, it has also been the subje t of papers
taking a somewhat di erent point of view, in luding a long lists of results in perfe t hashing [14, 8℄, boundeduniverse di tionaries [7, 21℄, and a he-oblivious data stru tures [6, 24℄. These results were obtained for less
stringent models di erent from the model adopted by Munro and Suwanda and in following papers.
Yao [27℄ examined the spe ial ase of keys belonging to a bounded universe U , so that ea h key an
be interpreted as an integer ranging in 0 : : : jU j 1 and o upying a word of size w = (log jU j) bits. He
proved that, independently of how the n keys are permuted inside a segment of n words, sear hing requires
(log n) time for suÆ iently large U . However, he showed that en oding some information in one extra
word of spa e (e.g., the name of a hash fun tion) gives more omputational power and makes onstant-time
membership sear h possible for suÆ iently large U . Sin e then, the two-level s heme by Fredman, Komlos
and Szemeredi [14℄ and the many related papers provided a burst of interest in the design and the analysis
of eÆ ient algorithms for perfe t hashing in onstant-time sear h with n + !(1) words of spa e. Re ent
improvements in this dire tion are des ribed in Faith and Miltersen [9℄ and Raman, Raman and Rao [23℄,
en oding the keys in at most n words of spa e by avoiding to store expli tly a permutation the keys as
required in the lower bound of Yao. We remark that these te hniques are not viable in our ase, sin e they
do not support all the di tionaries primitives (e.g., range sear hing) and the keys in an unbounded universe
are atomi and an only be read, ompared, and written.
Several papers fa ed the problem of designing an impli it data stru ture for the di tionary problem over
an unbounded universe. Munro and Suwanda gave a lower bound of (pn) time per operation on impli it
data stru tures based on a priori partial
orders, su h as the sorted array and the heap. Their biparental heap
mat hes that lower bound, giving O(pn) time per operation. They also showed how to beat the lower bound
by using a partial order that is not xed a priori and that is based on rotated lists, a hieving O(n = log n)
time per operation. Frederi kson [13℄ presented a olle tion of data stru tures re ursively using rotated
lists, requiring just O(1) RAM registers
p to operate dynami ally. Sear h time is O(log n) while insertions
and deletions are supported in O(n = n log = n) = o(n ) time, for any xed value of  > 0. Exploiting
the properties of an in-pla e merge that is O(n)-time sear hable at any time of its exe ution, Munro and
Poblete [19℄ provided an impli it data stru ture with O(log n) sear h time supporting only insertions in
O(log n) time. In the mid 80s, Munro [18℄ a hieved the rst poly-logarithmi bounds holding simultaneously
for sear hes and updates. Going through the ru ial idea of en oding O(log n) bits by a permutation
of O(log n) keys as des ribed in Se tion 2, he attained O(log n) time by a variant of AVL trees [1℄, with
O(log n) height and O(log n) a essed keys per level to en ode pointers. The paper spe ulated that (log n)
may be optimal until very re ently. Fran es hini et al. [12℄ reopened the issue of obtaining o(log n) time
per operation and introdu ed the impli it B-tree, whose ost is O(logB n) memory transfers for a blo k size
B = (log n). When employed in main memory, its running time is O(log n= log log n) per operation as its
height is O(log n= loglog n), with O(log n) a essed keys per level. Fran es hini and Grossi proved in [11℄
that O(log n loglog n) time per operation is doable in the amortized sense using a data stru ture of height
O(log log n), thus leaving open the O(log n) bound.
Borodin et al. [5℄ and Radhakrishnan and Raman [22℄ gave an interesting tradeo between data moves
in performing an update and the number of omparisons ne essary for a sear h. Their lower bound does
not, however, rule out the O(log n) behavior for the problem. They motivate the study of impli it data
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stru tures as an important topi in hara terizing the set of permutations that are sear hable and updatable
in logarithmi time.
Our results.
The impli it di tionary problem is intimately related to the fundamental question whether
using extra spa e gives more omputational power than using exa tly n words, and how data ordering an
help in this task. The ultimate goal is in the avor of the theoreti al result of Yao [27℄, but in a dynami
setting and with an unbounded universe: does it exist an impli it di tionary over an unbounded universe
with optimal (log n) time omplexity per sear h, insert and delete operation? or should any (log n)-time
di tionary o upy stri tly more than n words?
In this paper, we give a positive answer to the long-standing question above. We des ribe an impli it
data stru ture, alled at impli it tree, whi h requires O(log n) time for sear hing and O(log n) amortized
time for updating, with just O(1) RAM registers needed to operate dynami ally. An interesting feature of
our data stru ture is that it a hieves the best spa e saving possible. In this ontext self-adjusting sear h
trees [25℄ and random sear h trees [17℄ are often mentioned for their ability, among others, to avoid balan ing
information for saving spa e while requiring O(log n) amortized or expe ted time. However, they still need
n + (n) words of memory (for the pointers). Compared to previous work in the eld, the at impli it tree is
relatively simple, with its simpli ity being made possible by the signi ant steps in data stru turing analysis
des ribed in [3℄ and by the re ent ndings in [12℄ and [11℄. The programming diÆ ulty of maintaining our
impli it data stru ture is omparable to that of other (expli it) balan ed data stru tures.
Our solution hinges on a hybrid approa h using the partial order xed a priori in sorted arrays to handle
a large segment of quasi-sorted data (the super-root), and the exible en oding of [18℄ to handle a large
olle tion of relatively small bu kets of permuted keys (the intermediate nodes and the leaves). Ideally, we
would like to obtain a onstant depth with O(log n) a essed keys per traversed node, whi h is the problem
left open in previous work. We introdu e new ideas to maintain a at data stru ture with just three levels
of nodes: a super-root, a level of large intermediate nodes, and a level of small leaves. Although the initial
portions of some nodes and leaves may be fragmented in more than a onstant number of parts in some
ases, we an guarantee that just O(log n) keys are a essed in ea h of the three levels.
The paper is organized as follows. Se tion 2 gives an overview of the at impli it tree organized in two
layers, with Se tion 3 des ribing the bottom layer (intermediate nodes and leaves) and Se tion 4 giving a
des ription of the top layer (super-root). Se tion 5 des ribes the ost of rebuilding the data stru ture and
the nal analysis of the supported operations.
2

Overview

In this paper, we en ode data by a pairwise (odd-even) permutation of keys [18℄. To en ode a pointer or
an integer of b bits by using 2b distin t keys x ; y ; x ; y ; : : : ; xb ; yb , we permute them in pairs xi ; yi by the
following rule: if the ith bit is 0, then minfxi ; yi g pre edes maxfxi ; yi g; else, the bit is 1 and maxfxi ; yi g
pre edes minfxi ; yi g. We distinguish between en oding absolute pointers and relative pointers. The former
pointers are always en oded as displa ements from the rst position in the memory segment allo ated for
the keys, while the latter ones are en oded referring to some internal position p in the segment. When the
value of p hanges, we have to re-en ode all the relative pointers referring to p.
The at impli it tree is a suitable olle tion of hunks [18, 12, 11℄, where ea h hunk ontains k (pairwise
permuted) keys en oding a onstant number of integers and pointers, ea h of b = O(log n) bits. The keys
in any hunk belong to a ertain interval of values, and the hunks are pairwise disjoint when onsidered
as intervals. This allows us to de ne a total order on any set of the hunks, so that we an write <
for any two hunks meaning that the keys in hunk are all smaller than those in hunk . Di erently
from previous work on impli it data stru tures, we keep the invariant that the number of keys satis es
n0 =4 < n < n0 , where n0 is a power of two, thus xing the hunk size k = (log n0 ). We resize k only when
either n = n0 =4 or n = n0 ; we des ribe how to maintain this invariant in Se tion 5. We avoid to keep the value
of n and n0 expli itly, as a variable-length en oding, su h as the Æ- ode, an represent them asymptoti ally
in the rst O(log n) permuted keys of the data stru ture.
From a high-level point of view, our data stru ture ontains n distin t keys organized in two layers and
is parametri in n0 and k, whi h are periodi ally resized with a re onstru tion.
The top layer is the super-root ontaining a = (n=k ) hunks stored in sorted order, alled a tual hunks,
where a is always a power of two. Next, it ontains a number of virtual hunks, stored in no parti ular order,
with O(1) virtual hunks asso iated with ea h a tual hunk, as des ribed in Se tion 4. Spe i ally, for an
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a tual hunk , we require that and its asso iated virtual hunks are onse utive in the total order de ned
over all the hunks in the top layer.
The bottom layer is a dynami impli it forest, where ea h tree implements a bu ket of (k ) keys organized
into hunks, alled bu ket hunks, plus some spare keys that will be handled di erently. The root of ea h
tree is either an a tual hunk or a virtual hunk, so the keys in the roots of the forest are stored in the top
layer. Given any two hunks and in the top layer with < , the keys in the bu ket having as root
are all greater than the keys in and smaller than the ones in .
Sin e the a tual hunks are in a sorted array of the top layer, we an exploit their order to a ess the
asso iated virtual hunks. As a result, we an qui kly identify the bu ket of keys that might ontain a given
key. Sear hing follows this idea by performing rst a binary sear h on the a tual hunks (one key per hunk
is enough). On e an a tual hunk is identi ed, we an retrieve its asso iated O(1) virtual hunks (if they
exist) and, among their O(1) bu kets, we an identify the bu ket in whi h to perform the sear h. We aim at
de oding integers and pointers from a total of O(log n) keys, so that the total ost is O(log n) time.
As ustomary to impli it data stru tures, we provide a view of the memory layout of the at impli it
tree as this heavily a e ts the omplexity of the operations. We have three ontiguous areas (see Figure 1):
 A preamble P of O(k) keys en oding O(1) pointers and integers for bookkeeping purposes.
 The super-root area storing the keys in the top layer: rst the a tual hunks in sorted order and, then,
the virtual hunks, in no parti ular order. The area may grow or shrink by k positions to its right.
 The intermediate and leaf area storing the bu ket hunks and the spare keys in the bottom layer. The
area may grow or shrink by k positions to its left and by one position to its right.
In what follows, the bounds are intended to hold in the worst ase, unless we expli itly mention them as
amortized bounds. We also de ne the size of the several entities (nodes, areas, zones, et .) as the number
of keys ontained in ea h of them. In the rest of the paper, we give the details of our main result:
Theorem 1 The at impli it tree for n keys an be maintained under insertions and deletions in O (log n)
amortized time per operation using just O(1) RAM registers, so that sear hing a key takes O(log n) time. The
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only operations performed on the keys are omparisons and moves and, furthermore, no additional memory
ells are required besides those storing the keys.

3

Bottom Layer: Bu kets as Impli it Dynami

Forest

We des ribe the bottom layer, where we store the set of bu kets in the form of an impli it dynami forest.
From a high-level point of view, ea h bu ket is an impli it tree whose root is either an a tual or a virtual
hunk in the top layer. We need to insert, to delete and to sear h a key in a bu ket, as required by the
di tionary. Moreover, in ase of bu ket over ows (too many keys) and bu ket under ows (too few keys), we
need splitting the bu ket or merging/sharing it with a neighbor bu ket, while preserving impli itness.
Bu ket hunks.
Ea h bu ket is a tree made up of bu ket hunks, ex ept for the root, whi h is either an
a tual or a virtual hunk. The leaves ontain from 1 to 4 hunks plus at most k 1 keys (i.e, their size is
from k to 5k 1). The parent of the leaves, alled intermediate, is the only hild of the root. It ontains
from k to 4k bu ket hunks (i.e, its size is from k to 4k ), with so many hildren. The pointer to the ith
hild leaf is en oded by O(log n) keys in the ith hunk. In their lifetime, the intermediate nodes may hange
size by k (one hunk) at a time, while the leaves may hange size by 1 (one key).
Memory layout.
The layout of the roots is dis ussed in Se tion 4. Here we detail how to lay out the
intermediate nodes and the leaves in the bottom layer. We a ommodate the keys in xed-size allo ation
units, whi h are made up of keys stored in ontiguous memory ells. We link the allo ations units in several
ompa tor lists to eliminate most of the memory waste [12℄ (and we en ode the links). We will handle
k -lists, k-lists and `-lists, where the parameter spe i es the size of the allo ation units. For example, in
k -lists, the allo ation units are of size k , while they are of size ` = (log log n) in `-lists (the pre ise value
of ` will be de ned later on). Apart from this di eren e, they share ommon te hniques. For instan e, when
relo ating an allo ation unit from one position in memory to another, we have to sear h some keys in the at
impli it tree. Indeed O(1) pointers entering that allo ation unit must be redire ted by re-permuting their
O(log n) en oding keys, whi h are identi ed through the sear h.
We pa k together the nodes of identi al size s, embedding them in a suitable ompa tor list devoted to
nodes of size s. When a node hanges size, then it also hanges ompa tor list. Ea h node possibly o upies
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O(1) allo

ation units en oding the links among those units. As a result, to retrieve the keys in a node we
may have to jump in O(1) lo ations. Moreover, the rst and last o upied unit may be shared with other
nodes to guarantee that the allo ation units are ompletely lled. In ea h ompa tor list, however, the rst
allo ation unit (the head ) is spe ial sin e it is the only one being partially lled in that list. In general, sin e
the heads are the only allo ation units partially lled, we have to dynami ally maintain them pa ked in a
proper way. Before going on, we need to re ne the partition of the memory layout (see Figure 1):
 the intermediate area ontains all the intermediate nodes of the bu kets, and grows or shrinks by k
positions at a time to both its left and right;
 the leaf area ontains all the leaves of the bu kets, and grows or shrinks by k positions at a time to its
left and by one position to its right.
Intermediate area.
The intermediate area stores the intermediate nodes in k -lists, whi h are at most
3k + 1 in number as ea h intermediate node stores from k to 4k bu ket hunks. The area is divided into
zone H 0 and zone A 0 , whose starting positions are en oded in the preamble P .
Zone A 0 stores the full allo ation units of the k -lists, using absolute pointers for addressing. The rst
allo ation unit is a tually split in two parts, at the beginning and at the end of zone A 0 , so as to allow
qui k sliding of zone A 0 by k positions to the left or to the right. Any su h sliding osts O(k) time, plus the
ost of sear hing O(1) keys, whenever needed, to identify and relo ate the O(1) pointers entering the rst
allo ation unit. The other units in zone A 0 are in no parti ular order.
Zone H 0 pre edes zone A 0 and stores the heads of the k -lists. It ontains at most 3k + 1 heads, ea h
ontaining O(k) bu ket hunks (i.e., O(k ) keys per head). The absolute pointers to these heads are en oded
in the rst (or se ond) allo ation unit of zone A 0 . In general, the pointers entering zone H 0 from outside
that zone are absolute, while the pointers having origin and destination inside zone H 0 are relative to the
rst position of zone H 0 . Thus the relative pointers must be all re-en oded in O(k ) time plus O(k) sear hes
when sliding zone H 0 .
Ea h head in zone H 0 ontains an initial portion of an intermediate node, say, the rst s  k hunks in
it. These s hunks are organized as a standard sear h tree of height O(log s) = O(log k), where the relative
pointers among hunks are en oded with O(log k) keys. Adding or removing hunks requires a omplete
in-pla e re onstru tion of the sear h tree representing the head, in O(k ) time. In general, resizing a head
an be handled in O(k ) time plus O(k) sear hes, instead of O(k ) time, be ause we must relo ate O(k) other
hunks in zone H 0 , ea h of them requiring a sear h to identify its in oming pointer from outsize zone H 0 .
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In the intermediate area, zone A 0 an grow or shrink by k positions to its left or to its right in
O(k) time plus the ost of sear hing a key in the at impli it tree. In zone H 0 , sliding takes O(k3 ) time plus
O(k) sear hes. Moreover, hanging the size of a head in zone H 0 requires O(k2 ) time plus O(k) sear hes.

Lemma 1

Routing a key x in an intermediate node u is a standard binary sear h on ea h of its O(1) allo ation units,
in O(log k) time plus the O(k) ost of de oding the pointer to a hild leaf, unless u is the rst allo ation
unit in zone A 0 or u is partially stored in a head of zone H 0 . In the former ase, we must sear h also in
the last positions of zone A 0 . In the latter ase, we de ode an absolute pointer of size O(k) in u (its part
in zone A 0 ) to identify the sear h tree in zone H 0 representing its head. We perform a sear h in that tree,
de oding O(log k) relative pointers of size O(log k) along a root-to-leaf path and running an O(log k)-time
binary sear h in ea h traversed node in the path, for a ontribution of O(log k) = o(k) time. After that, we
need O(k) time to de ode an absolute pointer to the proper leaf of the intermediate node.
Lemma 2 Routing a key in an intermediate node takes O (k ) time to identify the orre t leaf to bran h.
Leaf area.
The leaf area stores the leaves in k-lists and `-lists. To make things simpler, we require ` =
ddlog log n0 e to be an even integer for a positive onstant d, su h that we an always hoose k = ddlog n0 e+ `0
(0  `0 < `) to be a multiple of `. Constant d is suÆ iently large to let the keys en ode the O(1) integers
and pointers needed per hunk. Sin e ea h leaf may ontain from k to 5k 1 keys, the k-lists are at most 4k
in number. The area is divided in zone H and zone A , with starting positions en oded in the preamble P .
Zone A ontains the full allo ation units of the k-lists, being handled as zone A 0 in the intermediate
area, ex ept that here the allo ation units are of size k instead of k . Zone A grows or shrinks by up to
k positions to its left and one position to its right, in O(k) time plus the ost of a sear h to relo ate an
in oming pointer.
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Zone H pre edes zone A and ontains the O(k) heads of the k-lists, ea h head storing at most k keys.
In zone H we do not store ea h head as is, but we split it into O(k=`) allo ation units of size `, maintaining
them in a simple list linked with relative pointers. Sin e ea h su h pointer requires O(log k) keys, we an
en ode O(1) relative pointers in the ` keys of ea h allo ation unit. Hen e, we represent ea h head as this
list plus a \remainder" of less than ` keys. The starting positions of ea h simple list and its remainder (per
head) are en oded as relative pointers inside zone H ; however, they are stored in zone A , even though the
pointers are relative to zone H . The starting positions of the simple list and the remainder for any given
head an be retrieved in O(`) time by simple o setting and de oding.
All the O(k) remainders thus produ ed ontribute to a total of O(k`) keys, and they are re ursively
stored as `-lists, whi h are less than ` in number. Their heads ( alled mini-heads ) ontain O(` ) keys in
total. Be ause of this, zone H is divided into zones H , H and H :
 Zone H ontains the simple lists for the heads, without the \remainders." The allo ation units (of
size `) in these lists are stored in no parti ular order. This zone grows or shrinks by k positions to its
left and by multiples of ` positions to its right, taking O(k) time plus the ost of a sear h to relo ate
an in oming pointer.
 Zone H ontains the allo ation units (but not the mini-heads) of the `-lists storing the \remainders,"
in no parti ular order. It grows or shrinks by multiples of ` positions to its left and to its right, taking
time proportional to the number of positions plus the ost of a sear h to relo ate an in oming pointer
from outsize zone H .
 Zone H ontains the mini-heads of the `-lists in zone H . The number of keys in zone H is at most
` = O(log k). Hen e, they an be fully s anned ea h time. This zone grows or shrinks by a multiple
of ` positions to its left and by up to k positions to its right, taking O(k) time.
Note that all the relative pointers refer to the starting position of zone H . Sliding the whole zone H by k
positions to its left or to its right takes O(k ) time for re-en oding all of the relative pointers in it. Moreover,
given a pointer to a leaf and its size, we an infer whether the leaf is partially stored in a head. The keys
in the leaf an be potentially stored in the four zones of the leaf area, as illustrated in Figure 2. However,
retrieving the keys for that leaf in O(k) time is not mu h of a problem.
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In the leaf area, zone A an grow or shrink by up to k positions to its left or by one position to
its right in O(k ) time plus the ost of sear hing a key in the at impli it tree. Zone H an grow or shrink
by k positions to its left and by up to k positions to its right at the same ost.
Lemma 3

Sear hing a key x in a leaf v is a standard binary sear h on ea h of its O(1) allo ation units in O(log k)
time, with minor modi ations when v o upies the rst allo ation unit in zone A or v is partially stored
in a head of zone H , as shown in Figure 2. The total ost is O(k + ` ) = O(k) time.
Lemma 4 Sear hing a key in a leaf takes O (k ) time.
2

We show how to maintain the bu kets in the bottom layer by inserting or deleting
individual keys in O(log n) amortized time, still supporting sear hes in O(log n) time per key by Lemma 2
and Lemma 4. We tra e the worst behavior in terms of running time for an update operation, referring to
Figures 1{2. Any update operation just performs a subset of the operations presented here.
Suppose we want to insert a key x into a bu ket with intermediate node u, having routed x to the leaf v,
hild of u, in O(k) time a ording to Lemma 2 and Lemma 4. (If the position of x is inside a hunk of u,
we insert x into , set x to be the rightmost key in , and then relo ate x by re ursively inserting x into v.)
1. Let L be the k-list that ontains v, and let s be the ommon size of the leaves in L . We swap v with
the leaf (partially) stored in the head of L (if v is not already in the head). Now, v is partially stored
in a head, and so its layout is that shown in Figure 2.
2. We have to add x to v, moving v from the head of L to the head of the k-list for the leaves of size s +1.
We slide zone A of one position to the right, reating room in zone H for hosting x (Fig. 2a).
3. We may shrink zone H to its left and enlarge zone H to its right for handling the `-list for x (Fig. 2b).
When s +1 is a multiple of `, we shorten zone H to its left and extend the `-list in zone H (Fig. 2 ).
4. If the `-list in zone H ontains k keys, we olle t all the keys in it and form a hunk that is stored at
the end of zone H . We extend zone A to the left for in luding that hunk (Fig. 2d).
5. If the size of leaf v be omes 5k (i.e., 5 hunks), we have to split v into two leaves v0 and v00 and a
median hunk . (The keys in v are all ontained in 5 allo ation units of zone A .)

Bu ket maintainan e.
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6. We insert into u to re e t the split of v, sliding zone H and re-en oding the relative pointers. We
also slide zone A 0 , and hange k -list for u analogously to what done for v in step 2. (See Fig. 1)
7. If the size of u is 4k + k, we split it into three parts uL, m and uR , where m is the median hunk.
We reate a new bu ket with root m and hild uR (in luding its des ending leaves), sliding zone H 0
to enlarge the super-root area by k positions, while u is repla ed by uL and its remaining leaves.
Suppose we want to delete x in a bu ket with intermediate node u, having rea hed a leaf v. (If x belongs
to a hunk of u, we delete it, set x to be the leftmost key in v, add x to , and re ursively remove x from v.)
We exe ute the delete operation with steps similar to steps 1{7, ex ept that we merge or share instead of
splitting u and v; in parti ular, sharing in v involves an individual key whereas in u it involves an individual
hunk. More details will be reported in the full version.
Theorem 2 In the bottom layer, ea h bu ket ontains (k ) keys at any time. Performing an update by
inserting or deleting a key in a bu ket takes O(k ) amortized time. Any newly reated bu ket will merge or
split after further (k ) update operations inside that bu ket. At any time, only O(1) RAM registers are
2
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required to operate dynami ally.

4

Top Layer: The Super-Root

The top layer ontains the super-root of the at impli it tree and olle ts all the a tual hunks and the
virtual hunks. We remark that these hunks are the roots of the bu kets in the bottom layer dis ussed in
Se tion 3. The memory layout in the super-root area is simple; rst, all the a tual hunks in sorted order
and, then, all the virtual hunks in no parti ular order.
A tual
hunks and virtual
hunks.
The a a tual hunks are stored in sorted order in the rst ak
positions of the super-root area, where a = O(n=k ) is always a power of two. Ea h a tual hunk has at
most = O(1) virtual asso iated with it, whi h are the nearest in the order of the (a tual and virtual)
hunks. They are kept in a linked (sorted) list starting from the a tual hunk. The rest of the area ontains
the virtual hunks in no parti ular order as the linked lists allow their retrieval. The super-root area resizes
by k positions to the right at a time to make room for one more or less hunk after bu ket splitting or
merging. The number a of a tual hunks hanges only when rebuilding (see Se tion 5) or when performing
a full redistribution of a tual and virtual hunks. Sin e the a tual hunks are kept sorted, we an route a
key to its (a tual or virtual) hunk in the top layer in O(log n) time.
Lemma 5 Routing a key in the super-root takes O (log n) time to identify the orre t bu ket to a ess.
2

We partition the a tual hunks into a=k^ segments of k^ adja ent hunks ea h,
^
where k is the power of two su h that k^  k < 2k^ , obtaining a sorted array R of O a=k^ = O(n=k )
segments. The segments in R are the leaves of an impli it omplete binary tree of height h = O(log(n=k )),
and an internal node u represents a portion of onse utive segments in R. If u is at depth s, then its portion
in R ontains 2h s k^ a tual hunks. There is a stati mapping between the internal nodes and the segments
of R (ex ept the last). In other words, ea h segment is asso iated with a leaf and an internal node; the last
segment is asso iated with the rightmost leaf. In the following, when we refer to the nodes and the leaves
of R we mean those in the impli it tree de ned above.
The number of a tual hunks and that of virtual hunks are related ea h other using R. For this, we
de ne the density of virtual hunks with respe t to a tual hunks [3, 6, 15℄. In our ase, we have the further
requirements of avoiding to produ e empty slots and of distributing virtual hunks among the a tual hunks
without violating their order (i.e., we annot simply move one virtual from a position to another of R).
That allows us to maintain virtual hunks almost uniformly distributed in R, with at most virtual per
a tual hunk. Let a t (u) denote the a tual hunks des ending from u. As previously mentioned, if u has
depth s  h, then ja t (u)j = 2h s k^ . Let vir (u) denote the virtual hunks asso iated with the a tual hunks
in a t (u), where jvir (u)j  ja t (u)j. We en ode the value of jvir (u)j in the segment of R asso iated with u.
We de ne the density of u as d(u) = jjvira t uuj j .
The density of all nodes is onstrained a ording to their depth and to some positive integer onstants
and positive real onstants  and  . In order to amortize the ost of updating, we require that the onstants
Density fun tionalities.
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satisfy the relation 2  + 1 <  for  2 and 0 <  <  < 1 (e.g., = 2,  = 0:1, and  = 0:9). We
also need two further onstants 1 and 1 , su h that 0 < 1 <  <  < 1 < 1.
Let's de ne s =  hs ( 1 ) and s =  + hs (1  ) (note that h = 1 and h = 1 ). The
density of a node u at depth s must satisfy s  d(u)  s . We say that a leaf u over ows if d(u) > h
and under ows if d(u) < h . An internal node u at depth s over ows (resp., under ow) if d(u) > s (resp.,
d(u) > s ) and re ursively at least one of its hildren either over ows or under ows [3, 6, 15℄.
Rebalan ing/redistribution of hunks.
The asso iation of virtual hunks with a tual hunks is dynami ally maintained when bu ket splitting reates new hunks and bu ket merging removes hunks. As
long as we an keep at most virtual hunks asso iated with ea h a tual hunk, we do not need to redistribute hunks. However, when removing an a tual hunk that has no virtual hunk asso iated with it, or
when reating a new hunk from a hunk in a maximal list of size , we have to redistribute the hunks by
re lassifying them as a tual and virtual, while preserving their order.
The redistribution of hunks inside the segments (leaves) of R an operate sequentially on the whole
segment in O(k ) time. For example, let's take two onse utive a tual hunks ai and ai in a segment of R,
with asso iated lists Li and Li of virtual hunks, ea h list ontaining at most entries. Suppose that,
after a bu ket splitting, Li be omes of size + 1. The rightmost virtual hunk in Li , say , repla es ai .
Spe i ally, be omes a tual o upying the positions of ai in R, and ai be omes virtual o upying the
positions of . Moreover, ai is prepended to list Li , whi h be omes asso iated with . If also Li
be omes of size + 1, we go on iteratively with the next a tual hunk ai until we rea h the end of the
segment. Alternatively, we an onsider ai and ai and pro eed analogously towards the beginning of R.
Handling the removal of an a tual hunk after bu ket merging an be treated in the same fashion.
When the density of a segment rea hes either its maximum or its minimum value, we run the redistribution
of hunks in an internal node u of R as des ribed next. We work under the hypothesis that u is the deepest
an estor of the segment over owing or under owing, su h that at least one of the hildren of u over ows or
under ows whereas u does not, that is, its density is s  d(u)  s , where s is the depth of u. We now
show how to redistribute the a tual and virtual hunks in the portion of R orresponding to u, denoting by
u[i℄ the ith a tual hunk in that portion, for 1  i  ja t (u)j = 2h s k^ . Although we hange the status of
some a tual and virtual hunks, thus hanging the hunks in sets a t (u) and vir (u), we preserve their size
ja t (u)j and jvir (u)j (hen e, the density of u). The redistribution for u is in-pla e to preserves impli itness
at any time and runs in two phases of O(k ) time.
In the rst phase, we s an the a tual hunks of u in de reasing order. We employ a linked list L, whi h
is initially empty, and it in rementally ontains virtual hunks. For i = 2h s k^ ; : : : ; 2; 1, we exe ute the
following steps:
1. If the a tual hunk in u[i℄ has virtual hunks asso iated with it, we append them to the end of L in
de reasing order (no hunk relo ation is needed, just re-en oding of pointers).
2. The hunk at the beginning of L repla es the a tual hunk in u[i℄, whi h is appended to the end of L
(here we swit h an a tual hunk with a virtual hunk).
At the end of the rst phase, list L ontains the jvir (u)j smallest hunks in u, while u stores the ja t (u)j
largest hunks in its portion of R.
In the se ond phase, we s an all the hunks in u and distribute jvir (u)j=ja t (u)j virtual hunks per a tual
hunk. We employ the list L omputed in the rst phase, exe uting the following steps for i = 1; 2; : : : ; 2h sk^ :
1. The hunk at the beginning of L repla es the hunk in u[i℄, whi h is appended to the end of L.
2. The next jvir (u)j=ja t (u)j hunks are removed from L to reate the linked list of virtual hunks assoiated with u[i℄.
At the end of the se ond phase the virtual hunks are uniformly distributed among the a tual hunks by
preserving their order. The density d(u) of u does not hange, whereas the density of any des endant v of u
is d(v) = d(u). Hen e, it satis es t  d(v)  t , where t > s is the depth of v, sin e t < s < s < t .
A spe ial ase of redistribution is in the root u of R. The two-phase algorithm is quite similar to what
des ribed so far, ex ept that the number a of a tual hunks in R doubles (root over ow) or halves (root
under ow) in the se ond phase. This implies that some virtual hunks be omes a tual, or vi e versa. Note
that the size of the super-root area in the memory layout does not hange. Consequently we run a mere
reorganization inside the super-root area, and here is why.
When the root u over ows, we have d(u) >  and so jvir (u)j >  ja t (u)j. In the se ond phase, we
transform a = ja t (u)j virtual hunk in L into a tual hunks, so that R ontains 2a a tual hunks. After the
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distribution, the new density for u is d(u) > 0 >  , sin e we x our onstants satisfying 2  +1 <  .
The new density also veri es d(u) <  , sin e we double the number of a tual hunks while de reasing the
number of virtual hunks.
When u under ows, we have d(u) <  and so jvir (u)j <  ja t (u)j. In the se ond phase, we transform
(1=2)a = (1=2)ja t (u)j a tual hunk in R into virtual hunks in L, so that R remains with (1=2)a a tual
hunks. After the distribution, the new density for u is d(u) < 0 <  as 2  + 1 <  . The new
density also veri es d(u) >  , sin e we halve the number of a tual hunks while in reasing the number of
virtual hunks.
In both ases, we re-en ode the new values of jvir (u)j in the suitable hunks of R. Sin e the height h of
the impli it tree hanges, we en ode this information in the preamble P of the memory layout. This helps
us to de ne the new values of s and s for the several levels s on the y. Sin e the density of the resulting
root u of R satis es  < d(u) <  after the redistribution, all the des endants v of u have density d(v)
satisfying s < d(v) < s , where s is the depth of v, sin e  < d(v) <  and s <  <  < s .
Analysis.
The analysis of the amortized ost for an internal node v on depth s is a variation of that given
in [3℄. The ost for rebalan ing v is O((ja t (u)j + jvir (u)j) k) time, where u is the parent of v. In order for v
to over ow again, we need at least additional ja t (v)j(s s )(k ) insertions in the bu kets asso iated
with the a tual and virtual hunks in the portion of R orresponding to v, and thus the amortized ost is
(ja t (u)j + jvir (u)j) O(k) = (ja t (u)j + jvir (u)j) h  ( + 1)ja t (u)jh = O(h=k) = O(1);
ja t (v)j(s s )(k ) ja t (v)j(1  )(k) ja t (v)j(1  )(k)
noting that ja t (u)j = 2ja t (v)j. A similar analysis holds for deletions. In order for v to under ow again, we
need at least additional ja t (v)j(s
s )(k ) deletions in the bu kets asso iated with the a tual and
virtual hunks in the portion of R orresponding to v, and thus the amortized ost per operation on v is
(ja t (u)j + jvir (u)j) O(k) = (ja t (u)j + jvir (u)j) h  ( + 1)ja t (u)jh = O(h=k) = O(1);
ja t (v)j(s s )(k ) ja t (v)j( 1 )(k) ja t (v)j( 1 )(k)
Sin e there are h levels, ea h update operation has an amortized ost of O(h =k) = O(log n) for the whole
maintainan e of R and the super-root. We assume that the root u of R satis es  < d(u) <  , whi h is
guaranteed initially and, later, by ea h redistribution of hunks in the root as previously dis ussed.
Theorem 3 In the top layer, routing a key to its bu ket takes O (log n) time. Inserting or deleting a hunk
in any position of the super-root has an amortized ost of O(h =k ) = O(log n) time, where h = O(log n). At
any time, only O(1) RAM registers are required to operate dynami ally.
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Rebuilding and Final Analysis

We des ribed the at impli it tree for n distin t keys assuming that n0 =4 < n < n0 at any time, where n0 is
a power of two. That value of n0 is important to x the parameters k and `, as dis ussed in Se tion 3. Note
that the time omplexity of our algorithms is parametri in k and `, and that we xed k = (log n0 ) and
` = (log log n0 ) to get our laimed bounds. To preserve the invariant on n0 =4 < n < n0 when n = n0 , we
double n0 , update the values of k and `, and rebuild our data stru ture as explained below. Analogously,
when n = n0 =4 we halve n0 , update the values of k and `, and rebuild. After rebuilding, we have n = n0 =2
for the new value of n0 , and so our invariant is maintained with n half on the way between n0 =4 and n0 .
Rebuilding is performed by a sequen e of O(n) insertions, with the only di eren e that we x k = (log n0 )
and ` = (log log n0 ) even if we may have re-inserted less than n0 =4 keys during the rebuilding (this is
important to avoid triggering a sequen e of re ursive rebuildings). Spe i ally, we take the rst (k ) keys
and build a single segment of bu kets with those keys by brute for e (for ea h key to insert, we shift one by
one all the keys if needed). Consequently, the running time for the rst segment is O(k ) = o(n). For the
rest of the keys, we re-insert them one at time using our algorithms with the xed value of k = (log n0 ),
requiring a total of O(n log n) time for the re onstru tion.
We are now ready to prove our main result, Theorem 1. We use redits with the a ounting method, with
three a ounts Bu ket (for bu kets), SuperRoot (for rebalan ing the super-root) and ChunkResize (for
rebuilding when n0 and k hanges). Ea h update deposits O(log n) redits in ea h a ount before exe ution.
We sket h the amortized analysis for the ost of an insertion. Apart from the O(log n) sear h ost required
by an update, the insertion of a key x withdraws redits as follows.
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From the a ount Bu ket, we use O(log n) redits for inserting x in the suitable leaf v; for splitting v
and in reasing the size of u (the intermediate node that is parent of v); for splitting u, thus reating two
bu kets from the urrent bu ket; nally, for sharing, namely, giving one leaf and the root to a neighbor
bu ket with k 1 leaves. From the a ount SuperRoot, we use O(log n) redits for redistributing the
hunks of the segment ontaining x's bu ket, when that bu ket is split; for redistributing hunks in R (with
O(1) redits per level of the virtual tree in R). From the a ount ChunkResize, we use O(log n) redits for
only the next re onstru tion due to a hange in n0 and so in k.
The analysis for a deletion is similar, ex ept that we do not withdraw redits for sharing as they are paid
by the insertions in the bu ket borrowing the hunk to its sibling. This ompletes the proof of Theorem 1.
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Figure 1: Memory layout of the at impli it tree.
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Figure 2: A leaf v (bottom) and its layout in the leaf area (top). Parts (a){(d) of v are stored, respe tively,
in zones H , H , H and A of the leaf area shown in Figure 1.
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